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Our Associates Are Our Most Important Asset
At ESG, we are
beginning to build
safety into every
task we perform.

During the last half of the 19th century,
American factories were expanding their
product lines and producing at previously
unimagined rates. While the factories were
far superior in terms of production to the
preceding small handicraft shops, they were
often vastly inferior in terms of human
values, health and safety.
In the area of human values alone, the
facts make a grim picture. The 1900 census showed 1,750,178 working
children between 10 and 15 years of age. Some 25,000 were employed
in mines and quarries, 12,000 making chewing tobacco and cigars,
5,000 in sawmills, 5,000 at or near steam driven planers and lathes,
7,000 in laundries, 2,000 in bakeries and 138,000 as servants and
waiters in hotels and restaurants. These children often worked 12 or 14
hours a day, there were no health or safety guidelines in effect, even for
children.
Y Cover Story continued on Page 2
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COVER STORY 2007 ESG Safety Initiative
Cover Story continued from Page 1
How times have changed in the last 100 years. The birth of the
National Safety Council in 1912 proved to be a landmark for
accident prevention. In 1920, the National Safety Code
Program was brought into the AESC which
later became the American Standards
Association and ultimately the America
National Standards Institute or ANSI.
As industry developed some experience in
safety, it discovered that engineering could
prevent accidents, that employees could be
reached through education and that safety
rules could be established and enforced. Thus
the “three E’s of safety” Engineering, Education and Enforcement—were developed.

ESG WELCOMES
NEW CORPORATE
SAFETY DIRECTOR
Darrel West Joins ESG
as Corporate Safety Director
Darrel West joined the ESG Team
as the Corporate Safety Director
in January of 2007 after serving
in his previous role as Director,
Environmental, Health, Safety
and Security for Indianapolis
Water. Darrel has been part of the
water and wastewater industry
for 15 years and brings a wealth
of industry knowledge and

Has the safety movement, in fact really helped to prevent accidents? If the
accidental death rate recorded in 1912 continued, more than 3,500,000 additional
work-related accidental deaths would have occurred. How times have changed! At
ESG, we are beginning to build safety into every task we perform. We have embarked
on a new path towards a safer work environment by developing new safety policies,
Job Safety Analysis and Worksite Inspection programs, employee education and
certification programs, occupational injury conference calls, safety equipment and
site safety committees. Turn of the century water and wastewater employees could
only have dreamed of being provided these instructions and life saving equipment.

experience to ESG. Darrel is a US

The ESG path toward improved workplace safety is built on the above mentioned
“three E’s”. Engineering controls such as confined space gas meters play an integral
role in maintaining adequate breathing atmospheres; Education in the form of
competent person certification classes, monthly training and weekly toolbox talks;
Enforcement of these injury reducing safety practices.

Certified Hazardous Waste Site

Department of Labor, Authorized
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration Construction and
General Industry Outreach Trainer,
Authorized Excavation Trenching
and Soil Mechanics Outreach
Trainer, Certified Process Hazard
Analysis Leader, Certified Forklift
Trainer, U.S. Department of Labor,
Worker – Supervisor Level and is
qualified as a Grade DSL Water
Distribution System Operator.
Darrel will be relocating with

The Occupational Safety and Health Act established in 1970 requires; “employers to
provide employees with employment and places of employment free from recognized
hazards causing or likely to cause death or serious physical harm.” Employees in turn
“have the duty to comply with the safety and health standards and with all rules,
regulations and orders that apply to employee actions and conduct on the job”.

his wife and four children from
Indianapolis, Indiana to the Macon,
Georgia area this spring. Darrel
is an avid outdoorsman with
thousands of miles logged on
some of the most remote canoe

As an organization, ESG is rising to the challenge posed to employers by OSH Act
by providing employment and places of employment free from recognized serious
safety and health hazards and is equipping employees with the necessary tools and
education to comply with their requirement to comply with rules, regulations and
orders that apply to employee actions on the job.
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routes in North America and is
a certified instructor with the
JKA and IKA (Japanese Karate
Association & International Karate
Association).

CORPORATE INITIATIVES

ESG’s Technical
Services Group

ON THE MOVE!

A company cannot have sustained growth unless
a significant amount of resources are allocated to
manage and provide support to your existing business.
At the onset of 2006 we were already planning on
how we would manage the new business that we
anticipated acquiring in 2006. In July 2006, Sean
Meyer re-joined ESG as Senior Technical Services
Manager assisting with all facets of ESG’s Project
Delivery initiatives.

ESG Marketing Communications

Some of the major accomplishments for 2006
included work on both Project and Corporate levels.
At the Project level there was the startup of the Perry
and Rockdale Projects virtually back-to-back, along
with the first ever Lab Audit conducted by a member
of the newly formed Corporate Lab Committee, and
finally the completion of the standard “Meter Reading
Process” in Vidalia. For the Corporate accomplishments
we had the creation of the Corporate Lab Committee
composed of three volunteers from projects across
the company. There was the creation of the Company
Lab Manual, which includes items like a Chemical
Hygiene Plan and much needed SOPs. By far, the
biggest accomplishment for 2006 was the server as a
tool everyone could use at their own project. It gave
projects the ability to get updated HR forms at the
click of a mouse. With that came the Corporate Spill
Response Plan, the Driver Files, and ultimately what
everyone had been waiting for, access to GBA Master
Series!
In 2007 we hope to accomplish even more. Now
with the server as a vehicle to transfer more data than
ever before we plan to rollout items like the Project
Monthly and Annual Reports, the Corporate Internal
Monthly Report, the Project Audit, and company
standard programs such as GBA, OP10, and MS Project.

2006 was a huge year for ESG in terms of corporate appearance and marketing
collateral. The proposals and company information that we produce continues
to develop. We have several large initiatives for 2007.
NEW! Website Redesign and New Company
Brochure. We will be revising our website in
the first quarter to better present our company
as well as to provide our employees and clients
with more useful information. We will also
be developing and producing a new company
brochure. If you have any input for these
projects or would like to participate, please
contact us! We look forward to sharing these
new projects with you in the very near future.

Have You Backed Up Your Computer?

ESG Leaps into the Server Age!

One of the company-wide initiatives for 2006 was the purchase and roll-out of a
server platform for our GBA Master Series program as well as a data warehouse
for all of our corporate forms and information. The server has been a huge
success and asset—and has allowed us to make certain that all of projects have
the most current HR forms. The server is also a great tool for our manager’s to
back up their project computers. HAVE YOU BACKED UP YOUR COMPUTER THIS
MONTH? If you need help in accessing the server or any of its functions, please
let us know.

MAKE THE CONNECTION!
In 2007 we will be working on various connectivity issues with the server. We
are currently looking at ways to increase the upload and download speeds for all
users. Please bear with us as we
work out these issues.

visit us online at www.esginc.net
and www.esgoperations.com
THE CLARIFIER
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ANNUAL MANAGER’S MEETING

Over the Top
in Opelika
Big John takes down
Big Ike one more time!

Top row, pictured left to right: Scott Murphy, John Eddlemon, Clay Sykes, Dan Groselle, Jim Kizer, Dave Marshall, Richard Adams, Chris
Holloway, Darrel West. Bottom row: Will Corbitt, Paul Tickerhoof, Jeff Buchanan, Connie Wilson, Sharon Kelley, Lisa Rice, Marvin Lee, Sean
Meyer and Mike Hilyer.

ESG Managers Convene for Their
Annual Meeting, February 7-9, 2006
in Opelika, Alabama
ESG Operations, Inc. held their
annual Manager’s Meeting,
February 7-9, at the Grand National
in Opelika, Alabama. The theme for
this year’s meeting was SAFETY—and
the new programs for 2007. We also
heard updates on the State of the
Company from Clay and Dan as well
as overviews on the GBA system and
internal/external reporting. We also
listened to your feedback regarding
what you would like to see included
at our next Manager’s Meeting. A
majority of the managers asked
that the meeting include some sort
of training session conducted by
an outside professional. We have
already planned to have two training
sessions at our next meeting. The
first will be on financial management
and reporting. This will help our
managers with daily budgeting
issues as well as monthly financial
reporting. The second area will
4|
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Dan and Clay present the 2006
“Tattered Skull” award to Sharon Kelly,
Project Manager, Perry, Georgia.
be on Management itself. We all
recognize that management is more
of a science these days, and we will
have a seminar on the intricacies
of Management. Hopefully this will
provide you with some extra tools to
become the best manager possible.
Please let us know any other areas of
interest where you feel additional
training/information would be
helpful.

The 2006 “Rock Award” was presented to Scott
Murphy, Waycross, Georgia Project Manager

ESG Selects GBS Master Series for
Asset Management Solution
After a long and thorough search, ESG
has chosen the GBA Master Series to
implement at all of our projects. The
GBA program gives ESG the ability to
organize asset information, optimize
maintenance activities, and prioritize
needed improvements and provide our
public works and utility departments with
effective solutions for asset management
and facilities maintenance. Work order
management, customer complaint tracking,
and materials inventory applications complement the software offerings.

Our goal is to have
all ESG projects
running GBA by
the end of 2007.

The program was beta tested at the Waycross project initially and has been
rolled at Rockdale County, Perry, and Wakulla County. Our goal is to have all
ESG projects running GBA by the end of 2007.
Scott Murphy and Jeff Buchanan from the Waycross project have
spearheaded the GBA implementation companywide. Their expertise and
hard work have made the rollout a great success. Thanks for all of the hard
work!

THE CLARIFIER
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New Business
ESG

Operations, Inc.

Submitted to

wakulla county, florida

Waycross, Georgia
Perry, Georgia
Rockdale County, Georgia
Wakulla County, Florida

Statement of Qualifications
Contract Operations, Maintenance
and Management Services

Z\ITP[[LK[V
The City of Perry, Georgia

Statement of Qualifications
Operation, Maintenance and Management
of the Wastewater Treatment, Public Works,
Solid Waste and Potable Water Plant
�

May 10, 2006

September 18, 2006

ESG Experiences a Banner Year for
2006 was a record year for ESG!

NEW BUSINESS

ESG had a record year in 2006 with new projects in Waycross,
Georgia (Water Treatment and C&D), Perry, Georgia, Rockdale
County, Georgia and Wakulla County, Florida. ESG continues
to compete with the largest companies in the industry
and win. The fact that we have a 100% success rate when
competing with these large, national firms is a true testament
to the value that we create for our clients. ESG’s monumental
growth in 2006 was second to none in the U.S. market and is
a true testament to all of the hard work and dedication of our
associates!

Assistant Project Manager in Waycross. Due to Jeff’s
strong maintenance background, he spearheaded the
implementation of the George Butler Maintenance
Management software in Waycross. Due to the success of
the program in Waycross, the Waycross Team has assisted
with the successful implementation of GBA ant many o the
ESG projects.

WAYCROSS, GEORGIA

ESG was selected to manage Perry, Georgia’s wastewater
treatment and collection system in July of 2006. The
Perry Project brought 7 new associates to the ESG family.
The project consists of the O&M of a 3MGD wastewater
treatment plant and 12 lift stations. The ESG Team was
tested right out of the gates when we were tasked with
starting up a new plant expansion during our first month of
service. In true ESG form, we were able to assemble a topnotch team, lead by Sharon Kelly, to transition the project
and succeed during a very challenging start-up. The startup was also heavily supported by our Engineering Team led
by Jim Kizer and Dave Marshall. We look forward to more
success in 2007 at the Perry project.

Through the hard work of the Waycross Team, ESG was
given the opportunity to expand our scope from wastewater
treatment and lift stations to include water treatment,
collections, distribution, meter reading, laboratory, utility
locates and warehouse functions for the City. The transition
included close to 25 new ESG associates who made the
transition from the City. Due to the strong leadership of
Scott Murphy and all the wastewater team and the positive
attitude of the guys making the transition, the transition
went smoothly. With this transition, ESG made a strategic
investment and brought Jeff Buchannan on board as the
6|
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PERRY, GEORGIA

new business

2006

ROCKDALE COUNTY, GEORGIA

WAKULLA COUNTY, FLORIDA

August 1, 2006
represents a
significant day
in the history of
ESG Operations,
Inc. This day was
the culmination
of years of
VOLUME I
BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL
perseverance and
PROPOSAL
hard work for
Operation and Maintenance of the
Wastewater Treatment Facilities
of Rockdale County Water Resources
Team ESG. After
several false starts
and numerous
iterations, ESG
was selected to
manage Rockdale County, Georgia’s wastewater treatment
and collections system. The Rockdale Project is ESG’s largest
wastewater management contract consisting of 5 wastewater
treatment plants and nearly 30 lift-stations. Once again, ESG
was up against the largest utility management companies
in the U.S. Market and was selected based on superior
qualifications and financial strength. This 10-year contract
solidifies ESG as the dominant provider of O&M services in
Georgia! Way to go Team!

In November, ESG was selected to manage the Public Works
and Utility Departments for Wakulla County, Florida. The
selection was the culmination of many months of hard work
by Cleve Fleming and the rest of the ESG development team.
Our Team was gearing up for a January 1 start-up when we
received a phone call a day before Thanksgiving—The County
informed us that the incumbent contractor was walking
off the job on December 1, and that we had to transition
the project in less than a week. In true ESG form, we pulled
resources from every ESG project to aid in the transition. On
December 1, 2006 we transitioned 37 new Associates to the
ESG Family and began a long-term partnership with Wakulla
County. The scope of services that we provide Wakulla is very
broad. We oversee the County’s Road and Bridge Department,
Wastewater Treatment and Collections, Water Treatment
and Distribution, Landfill, Fleet Maintenance, Billing and
numerous other administrative tasks. Cleve Fleming has
a great Team assembled in Wakulla and is expecting great
things in 2007.

RFP #05192006–1700

MAY 22, 2006
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a proven difference
In order for modern utilities to maximize the service lives of the
highly complex and specialized equipment in their utility and public works
systems, special care must be taken to ensure that all available maintenance
technology is thoroughly utilized. Maintenance is generally broken
down into three equally important categories: Predictive Maintenance,
Preventative Maintenance, and Responsive Maintenance. In this model,
responsive maintenance is the most disruptive, expensive activity of the
three types, while both Predictive and Preventative maintenance show the
highest return on investment and are specifically designed to minimize that
disruption and expense.
Will Corbitt and Russell Griffin take vibration readings.

Predictive Maintenance Preventative Maintenance Responsive Maintenance

Conditions Assessment Team (CAT)
already proven to be an invaluable asset to many of our clients

ESG is the first company in the industry to develop the in-house
resources to provide our clients with the highest level of
maintenance management.
Some of the techniques currently in use by ESG’s CAT to assess the condition
of equipment and help determine the remaining operational lifespan are
listed below.
1. POWER MONITORING: Monitoring the energy consumption, peak
loading, voltage drift, amperage draw, phase balancing, harmonics, and
distortion that occurs within the electrical sub systems is one of the best tools
for identifying potential problems, troubleshooting existing problems, and
adjusting loads and usages to minimize overall power consumption. The
information produced buy this assessment allows our clients to custom tailor
their power consumption to minimize costs and identifies loads or harmonics
that may greatly reduce the reliability of sensitive computer equipment.
2. INSULATION TESTING: In modern municipal and industrial maintenance
programs, all electric motors are generally tested several times throughout
the course of a year to determine the condition of the winding and therefore
the reliability of the motor. Properly interpreting the information gained
8|
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during these tests can virtually eliminate electric motor failures and save
thousands of dollars annually by allowing motors to be rebuilt rather than
replaced.
3. INFRARED TESTING: This is one of the best tools for locating problems
that are virtually undetectable by other means. This technology allows
the user to determine the condition of electrical equipment such as; motor
starters, relays, contacts, capacitors, and mechanical equipment such as;
pumps, bearings, fans, and other forms of power transmission.
4. ULTRASONIC VIBRATION ANALYSIS: This technology allows the early
detection of bearing failure on virtually all types of power transmission
devices.
5. OIL AND GREASE ANALYSIS: Staples of the military’s longevity
programs for years, this technology has begun to be widely adopted by
industrial and municipal users. Thorough analysis allows maintenance
personnel to adapt lubrication intervals and maximize the operational life
of various types of equipment.
ESG’s CAT has already proven to be an invaluable asset to many of
our clients. Their expertise and industry leading technology are one of
the major differentiators for ESG!

Project Updates b b b
WAKULLA COUNTY
Wakulla County is ESG’s newest project.
We are still in transition mode working
to develop our detailed work plans
and schedules. 2007 promises to be an
exciting and busy year for Team Wakulla.
ESG is assisting the County develop
plans for a new solid waste transfer
station as well as assist in the design
of a new expansion at the wastewater
treatment plant. The Wakulla staff is
working diligently to implement the
GBA Master Series program as well
as complete the initial conditions
assessment audit.
Major Milestones for Employees
b Nannette Watts has 2 new
grandbabies (Ragan and Cassadi)
b Jeff Fringer became a granddad
for the first time (Dallas)
b Dennis Pearson and his family
bought their first home
b Bobbie Stephens retired
b Alfred Harrell retired
Major Goals for 2007
b Begin construction on new solid waste
transfer station

b Fully implement GBA Master Series
b Assist in the design of the new
expansion at the WWTP
b Investigate new technology/
equipment for maintaining
right-of-ways

The Tupelo Team

TUPELO, MISSISSIPPI
Tupelo has had another exciting year in
2006. The Team, led by Chris Holloway,
expanded their satellite projects
extensively during the past year. They
successfully signed a contract with
Pontotoc, Mississippi to start-up and
operate their new plant. The Team is
currently renovating the administration
building and eagerly anticipating the
start-up of the new Tupelo 15 MGD
wastewater treatment plant.
Major Goals and Initiatives for 2007:
b Start up of new plant (sometime in
2007—we hope!)
b Continue to expand satellite work
b Expand scope of services in Tupelo

Back row, left to right: Barry West, Linda Tutor, Ben Benton,
Gerald Hamblin. Front row: Terry Allemand, Roy Myers, and
Tim Elkins

ROCKDALE COUNTY
The Rockdale County Project started
on Augusta 1, 2006, bringing over 20
new associates to the ESG family. The
last several months have been busy
with the typical transition tasks and
contract deliverables. Some of the major
accomplishments since start-up are:
b Finalized implementation of the GBA
CMMS
b Developed SOP format and logging
system
b Renovated Quigg Branch Admin
Building
b Finished Tier II Report

ESG’s newest project is Wakulla County, Florida

Goals and Initiatives for 2007:
b Setup training session for Client on
GBA
b Prepare for upgrade at Quigg Branch
b Complete training associated with the
RMP at Quigg
b Complete all SOPs
b Complete JSAs

THE CLARIFIER
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b b b more news from our Projects
Team Opelika led by Mike Hilyer was able to save the City of Opelika over $750,000
in the first year of the contract.

OPELIKA, ALABAMA
The Opelika–ESG Partnership enters its
second year in 2007. In our first year of
service to Opelika we have had some
remarkable success. Team Opelika led by
Mike Hilyer was able to save the City over
$750,000 in the first year of the contract.
To top that off, ESG was able to give the
City a $250,000 maintenance rebate.
Some of the other major
accomplishments for 2006 were:
b Transitioned the Sign Department
from the City to ESG
b Transitioned Street Cut/Patching from
Water Board to ESG
b Eastside Wastewater Treatment Plant
upgrade and Grand Opening was held.
b New equipment continues to be
purchased by the City to make our
departments more efficient. This is
possible because of the conditions
assessment that was conducted last
year; resulting in the surplus and sale
of many old pieces of equipment
(46 in total).
The Opelika Team had many personal
successes in 2006. A few of the
highlights are:
b Derrick Askew, ESG Wastewater
Superintendent, was selected to the
Mayor’s 20 under 40 program for
future community leaders. Way to go
Derek!
b Melvin Thomas, with the Building
Maintenance group, has been
promoted to Superintendent of our
Parks & Recreation Department.
Congratulations, Melvin!
b Danny Mclaughlin was promoted to
Foreman of our West Ridge Complex.
Keep up the good work, Danny!

10 |
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The Opelika Team has established
many goals for 2007. A few of the
major ones include:
b
		
b
		
		

Waycross Team

Establish billing system for industrial
customers.
Implement training for all of the
managers’s to assist them in
becoming more effective leaders.

WAYCROSS, GEORGIA
The Waycross Project had a great year
in 2006. Keeping busy is not something
that they worry about in Waycross. In
fact the Waycross Team is involved in
every one of our projects. They are the
epicenter of our GBA and Conditions
Assessment efforts. The Team has also
been busy transitioning the Waycross
Water System. Scott Murphy and his
Team were awarded the coveted
“Tattered Skull” award at the 2006
Manager’s Meeting. This award typifies

Photo, top • Kelly Griffis and Dewayne Batten
Photo, bottom (left to right) • Steve Lee, Lee Smith, Terrance
Thomas, John Riggs

b b b ESG Project Updates
WAYCROSS, GEORGIA
continued

the hard work and dedication that
Waycross Project brings to ESG.
The following are some of the
personal highlights from 2006:
b James Grobsmith and wife had a baby
b Lee Smith and wife had a baby
b Terrance Thomas had ANOTHER baby.
b Shawn Mackey has finished two
quarters of college.
b James Grobsmith was promoted to
Meter Reader.
b Marcia Bryson was promoted to
Warehouse Manager.
b Steven Lee was promoted to Team
Leader.
b Shawn Mackey was promoted to
Office Manager.
b Will Corbitt won the Okefenokee Bass
Club fishing tourney.

Assessment on time and with rave
reviews from the client. ESG-Perry also
got Operator 10, GBA, and the ESG
QA/QC programs implemented. Great
job in 2006!
Major Goals and Initiatives for 2007:
b Install bulk chemical tanks to save
labor and costs/lb
b Rebuild RAS pumps
b Repaired digester aeration system
b Phase II upgrade from 3.0 MGD to 4.5
MGD (construction)
b Add more data to GBA to help with
tracking and reporting capabilities
b Completion of JSA’s and SOP’s
b Remove 1200 cubic yards of grit from
old aeration basin
Upgrade pump stations to allow for
more growth and development
Major Milestones for Employees
b Jay Whitten, OIT, had a baby girl,
Savannah Whitten (6 lb. 15 oz.), in
March 2007.

PERRY, GEORGIA
Project Highlights:
b Equipment Assessment Report
completed with help of many people!
b OP10 up and running
b GBA up and running
b QA/QC up and running
Perry is one of our new Projects for 2006.
Sharon Kelly and her team have done
a great job in transitioning this project
through a difficult start-up. Shortly after
taking over the project, the ESG Team
commissioned Perry’s new WWTP and
performed numerous repairs on the
existing train.
Sharon, Sean Meyer and ESG’s Predictive
Maintenance Team (PMT) completed
Perry’s Equipment Conditions

Perry Team Employee Picnic • March 2007

VIDALIA, GEORGIA
Vidalia, Georgia—the founding ESG
Operations project— had another
successful year in 2006. In the midst
of several major personnel changes,
the team persevered and had many
accomplishments. Some of the major

accomplishments were:
b Three employees obtained higher
water/wastewater certifications.
b Saved City approximately $100,000
with recommendations for L/S #8
rehab.
b Rehabbed effluent sand filters at Swift
Creek WWTP and put on line.
b Prepared and monitored city’s annual
sidewalk improvements contract.
b Prepared city’s annual list for city
streets to be re-striped.
b Prepared construction documents for
Aimwell Lakes Subdivision.
b Completed Fall Annual City wide
clean up in record time (one week
less than Spring clean up).
Major Goals and Initiatives for 2007
b Improve administering the Industrial
Pretreatment Program for city.
b Create and implement Certification
program for Vac-Con operation.
b Increase operator certifications.
b Complete ISO fire hydrant
replacements.
b Treat sewer rights of way with
herbicide to retard growth for easier
maintenance.
b Identify manhole ring and covers that
are below grade and raise to reduce
I & I.
Major Milestones for Employees
b Connie Wilson—married
September 14, 2006
b Spencer Ricks—promoted to Lead
Operator.
b Spencer Ricks—obtained Class II
water certification
b Frank Landrum—obtained Class III
wastewater certification.
b Robbie Akins—obtained Class I water
certification.
b Paul Pratt—obtained DOT Flagger
Trainer certification.
b Robbie Akins—promoted to Assistant
Project Director
b Marvin Lee —promoted to Project
Director
THE CLARIFIER
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welcome to the family!
		

Corporate

Wakulla County

b Sean Meyer
b Darrel West

b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

Rockdale County
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

Richard Adams
Rebecca Alexander
Stephen Arrey
Daniel Bedingfield
Maurice Braddy
Roy Bradley
Robert Burton
Garry Echols
Tankang Etta
Antonia Garcia
Omira Griffin
John Hardin
Christopher K. Jones
Christopher L. Jones
Dean Pierce
William Satchell
Barry Sears
Robert Sollar
Timothy Southerland
John Thompkins, III

Albert Hartsfield
Patrick Hillard
King Howard
Rona Hawkins
Alvin Hudson
Robert Hunter
Scott Jamison
Thomas Johnson
Don Kemp
Irene Largent
Aubrey Lawhon
Terry Lewis
Dale Mayfield
Leroy Morgan
Jimmy Nazworth
Dennis Pearson
Michael R. Rose
Michael Lee Rose
William Sapp
Jeffery Scott
Gary Simmons
Kenneth Taylor
Nannette Watts
Eric Wells
Alvin White
Lee Williams
Gary Wright

Wakulla County
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

Robin Arnett
Robert Ash
Donna Buchanan
Donald Dempsey
Cleve Fleming, Jr.
Robert Fretterd
Jeffery Fringer
John Harris

n
nn

our team
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Vidalia
b Charles Morris
b Herbie Ricks

Apalachicola
b Ryan McClain
b Timothy Poloronis
b Jean-Pierre Roberts

We welcome these new team
members to the ESG Family

Waycross
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

Alvin Baldwin
Jerry Baldwin
Dewayne Batten
Kelly Bryson
Jeff Buchanan
Rick Chancey
Broderick Cooper
Herman Corbitt
Don Crawford
JR Davis
James R. Griffin
Scott Griffin
James Grobsmith
June Justice
Christopher Lee
Steven Lee
Shawn Mackey
Jerry Richardson
John Riggs
Isaiah Smith
Troy Sowell
Cary Taylor
Terrance Thomas
Melvin Trip

Perry
b
b
b
b
b

Randy Engram
Antwann Fann
Sharon Kelly
Cindy Mason
Jason Whitten

ESG, Inc.
Ft. Walton Beach
b
b
b
b
b

Barri Brown
James Cox
Warner Hill
Neal Rogers, Jr.
Joey Crews

Corporate
Sean Meyer
Darrel West

Rockdale County
Opelika
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

Victor Alvis
Alvin Baldwin
Elmer Brown
Bradley Client, IV
Corey Cooper
Caesar Edwards
Jacob Owens

Tupelo
b Pamela Stanley

Richard Adams

ESG

human resources
When you are considering what to be thankful for, don’t forget about
your EAP (Employee Assistance Program). ESG provides the EAP benefit
at no cost to you, and it is a very valuable benefit. Your EAP, provided
by a company called Families First, serves one main purpose—it is
a confidential counseling service for you and your immediate family
members. The EAP is good for unlimited over-the-phone counseling
and three face-to-face visits per issue per year. The content of your
conversations with the Families First counselors is confidential and is not
shared with ESG. ESG management will only know that you used the
service if you tell them that you used the service.

article
provided by

Mastley
performance
group

No one is immune from life’s problems. We all have challenges and
stresses in our daily lives, and many of us could benefit from some
professional counseling. If you are depressed, worried about your
marriage, stressed by your kids’ actions, concerned about a developing
addiction or just feeling overwhelmed, call Families First. You don’t
even have to give them your name. Just tell them that you are an ESG
employee or immediate family member, and they will help you. If you
need some financial or legal counseling, call Families First. If you need
help finding elderly care for your parents or child care for your kids,
call Families First. The EAP benefit provided to ESG by Families First
includes all of this.
Take the Families First phone number 1-800-854-2801 and put it on
your refrigerator, so that the whole family knows what it is and how to
use it. Personal problems and issues and hard to leave at home, and we
will have a more positive work environment if we can seek help from
professionals when we need it.
Counseling is one of those things that we usually don’t think we
need, but we are so thankful after we’ve tried it and benefited from it.
The benefit is available to all ESG employees and their immediate family
members, so please take advantage of it. We are thankful for all ESG
employees, and that’s why we invest in this valuable benefit.

Families First 800-854-2801
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excerpts from article by Christopher Solomon
www.msn.com

The $10,000
Ride Home
A fine is just the start of what you’ll pay for a drunkendriving conviction. Insurance-rate increases, legal bills,
alcohol treatment and licensing fees can push the cost
into five figures.

If you need any more reasons not to drink and drive,
consider this: A driving-under-the-influence
conviction is a financial wrecking ball. A typical
DUI costs about $10,000 by the time you pay
bail, fines, fees and insurance, even if you didn’t
hit anything or hurt anybody. The penalties are
intended to be discouraging. Alcohol played a
role in nearly 40% of U.S. automobile fatalities
in 2005. That’s 16,885 deaths, a figure nearly
unchanged over the past decade, according
to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.
But states are cracking down. The last of the 50
states have lowered their thresholds for DUI
to 0.08% blood-alcohol content. But forget the
humiliation and hassle for now. Forget the toll
on lives. Just look at what a DUI does to your
wallet:
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Bail. You’ll have to shell out bail to get released
after your arrest. Cost: $150-$2,500.
(Costs shown in this article are for first-time DUI
offenders. Costs and penalties are often more severe
if you’re a repeat offender or your blood-alcohol
content is above 0.15%.)

$50 for each additional day of storage, says Chicago
DUI defense attorney Harold Wallin. If you can’t afford
to get your car after 30 days, the city auctions it and
then comes after you with a civil judgment for the impoundment bill, if the car’s sale didn’t cover the fees.
Some cities around Chicago are doing the same, Wallin
says. Cost: $100-$1,200.

Towing. When you’re arrested, your car gets
towed. In some places, retrieving it costs only
$100 or so. But Chicago, sensing a moneymaking opportunity, ensures it really hurts: The city
charges about $1,200 for the first 24 hours and

Insurance. One of the biggest hits a drunken driver
takes is in his insurance premiums.
“If you get a DUI conviction, it will likely affect your
insurance rates for (at least) the next three to five
years,” says Carole Walker, the executive director of the
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Rocky Mountain Insurance Information Association.
How much? “They could double, triple, even quadruple,”
Walker says. Some companies such as State Farm
Insurance will move you to a portion of the company
that handles higher-risk policies. But “many insurance
companies will drop you even upon arrest, regardless
of conviction,” says Steven Oberman, a Knoxville,
Tennessee, DUI attorney. And if your policy isn’t
renewed, you’ll have to try to find insurance someplace
else or see whether your state has an assigned-risk pool
for insurance. Either way, you’ll pay for it.
Why three years? Most insurance companies look at
records for at least three years and sometimes for five
years, Walker says. To begin rebuilding your reputation
in an insurer’s eyes, you have to keep your nose
completely clean—no speeding tickets or other traffic
citations. But the financial impact of that DUI doesn’t
end after three years: You’ll likely have to go as many
as five more years, incident-free, to get back to the
“preferred” status with the lowest premiums that you
perhaps once enjoyed. In short, “it can be up to eight
years afterward” that the DUI can affect you, Walker
says. Ouch! COST: $4,500 or more.
Fines. Fines and court fees for breaking the law range
from state to state, from a minimum of $300 in
Colorado and $685 in Washington to as much as $1,200
in Illinois. COST: $300-$1,200.
Alcohol evaluation. An evaluation is usually required
of anyone who is sentenced by the court for drunken
driving. COST: $181 in Colorado, for example.
Alcohol education and treatment. If you’re convicted, you
usually have to undergo an education or treatment
program, especially if you want to get your license again.
Treatment can vary hugely in scope and extent.
COST: $350-$2,000 for basic treatment.

License reinstatement fees. Once a driver has shown, by
completing courses and treatment, that he deserves his
license back, the state charges him for the reissue.
COST: $60-$250.
Additional fees. If you had been particularly drunk, a
judge might order that an ignition lock be placed on
your car to test your breath and prevent your car from
starting if you’re intoxicated. In Tennessee, for example,
this costs $65-$70 a month. COST: $308 and up.

The unexpected and sometimes
unquantifiable costs
Finally, there are several other costs that you need to
remember:
Life-insurance-premium increases. With a DUI arrest
or conviction, you could see an increase in your lifeinsurance bills because insurers may ask if your license
has ever been suspended.
Lost time = lost money. People who’ve gotten DUIs report
missing a lot of work (and therefore losing a lot of
income) dealing with their mistake, as a result of court
dates, community service and sometimes a jail sentence.
That doesn’t even count the lost free time.
Lose the license? Lose the job. For many people who need
to drive to and from their jobs -- much less those who
drive for their jobs—losing a license can be devastating.
And here’s a shocker: In several states, including
Washington, your license may be suspended for 90 days
simply upon your arrest for DUI, regardless of whether
you end up being convicted. If you’re convicted, your
license can be revoked for a year, or longer in other
states, until you complete all the court’s requirements
and pay all fines.
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The $10,000 Ride Home continued
No drunks in the cockpit or the ER. If you’re a doctor, stockbroker, airline pilot, lawyer or nurse, a
DUI conviction could affect the status of your professional license, Oberman said.
It’s not good for the résumé. A DUI lingers on your criminal record for employers to see if they do
a background check, harming your future job prospects. In Washington state, a DUI conviction
also stays on your driving record for 14 years, and an employer can ask for and receive that
information.

Adding it up
So in the end, how much does a DUI cost?
The STOP-DWI Office in Erie County, N.Y., estimates that a drunken-driving conviction there
costs $9,500—if no one is injured and there’s no accident. Colorado estimates about the same
thing. Illinois’ secretary of state pegs the amount closer to $10,600 but says the figure would be
nearly $15,000, on average, if people counted the lost income from all the hassles.
Any way you slice it, it’s a pricey mistake.
But the biggest thing that’s lost isn’t money, Oberman says. “The biggest thing here is the stigma that
you get. Everybody looks at you and says, ‘Yeah, he’s the drunk driver.’ And the stigma doesn’t
have a financial cost. But the stigma does have both a social cost and an employment cost.”

we would like to know your ideas

your input is important to us
Do you have any idea or story you would like us to share in an
upcoming issue of The Clarifier? If so, we would like to know!
Please email your ideas to John Eddlemon at
jeddlemon@esginc.net.
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